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Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of enhanced
vegetation growth under future elevated atmospheric CO2 for
21st century climate warming. Surprisingly no study has com-
pleted an analogous assessment for the historical period, during
which emissions of greenhouse gases increased rapidly and land-
use changes (LUC) dramatically altered terrestrial carbon sources
and sinks. Using the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory com-
prehensive Earth System Model ESM2G and a reconstruction of
the LUC, we estimate that enhanced vegetation growth has low-
ered the historical atmospheric CO2 concentration by 85 ppm,
avoiding an additional 0.31 ± 0.06 °C warming. We demonstrate
that without enhanced vegetation growth the total residual ter-
restrial carbon flux (i.e., the net land flux minus LUC flux) would be
a source of 65–82 Gt of carbon (GtC) to atmosphere instead of the
historical residual carbon sink of 186–192 GtC, a carbon saving of
251–274 GtC.

climate change | carbon sink | earth system modeling

From the preindustrial times to present day, the total cumu-
lative land carbon flux is estimated to be a source of 11 ± 47

Gt of carbon (GtC) to the atmosphere (1). The total historical
direct land-use changes (LUC) carbon flux (i.e., only from an-
thropogenic activities without any effects of environmental
change) is estimated at ∼160 GtC (2) with an uncertainty range
of ±50% (1). The difference between the former and the latter
implies a substantial residual terrestrial carbon sink. According
to previous studies, the land was a carbon source to the atmo-
sphere from the preindustrial period to the 1940s (3) and then
became a carbon sink, which has steadily increased over the last
50 y (4, 5). For the 1980s and the 1990s the residual terrestrial
carbon sink is estimated to be between −3.4 and 0.2 GtC/y and
−4.2 and −0.9 GtC/y, respectively (6). One of the leading causes
of the increasing residual terrestrial sink is believed to be en-
hanced vegetation growth under elevated levels of atmospheric
CO2 (i.e., CO2 fertilization) (4, 6–9).
Previous studies have evaluated the implications of enhanced

vegetation growth under future elevated atmospheric CO2 for
21st century climate warming (10–12). Estimating the impact of
enhanced vegetation growth on historical, transient climate
change is surprisingly difficult: it cannot be simply deduced from
the published idealized relationships such as an equilibrium cli-
mate sensitivity (13) or the Transient Climate Response to cu-
mulative carbon Emissions (TCRE) (14). For example, analysis
of simulations from the Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model
Intercomparison Project (C4MIP) indicated that the TCRE is
not constant from 1900 to 2000 (14). The TCRE does not in-
clude effects of any other greenhouse gases (GHGs), aerosols, or
changes in historical forcings. The transient rate of temperature
increase (15) and strengths of carbon sources and sinks (16, 17)
both depend on the rate of change in the atmospheric CO2
concentration. Moreover, feedbacks among climate, atmospheric
CO2, and land and ocean carbon exchanges must be accounted
for in isolating the effect of any one factor. To assess the
contribution of enhanced land carbon uptake to historical global

warming requires a climate–carbon cycle model (i.e., an Earth
System Model, ESM), capable of prognostically simulating the
transient physical climate, and the exchanges of CO2 among
land, ocean, and atmosphere, as well as feedbacks between the
climate and carbon system. The ESM must be forced by histor-
ical fossil fuel emissions and include an internally consistent
treatment of historical LUC carbon emissions from agricultural
conversion, wood harvesting, and regrowth of the previously
used or logged (i.e., secondary) lands. Finally, the assessment
needs to isolate the temperature change due to a particular
process and show that its impact is significant relative to un-
forced climate variability.
Despite the fact that a number of comprehensive ESMs have

been developed and analyzed during the last decade, most pre-
vious studies have not simulated historical LUC carbon fluxes in
an internally consistent manner. For example, C4MIP (18) pre-
scribed (rather than predicted) LUC CO2 emissions for both
agricultural conversion and logging from a regional bookkeeping
model (2) although all land was modeled as unmanaged (i.e.,
without LUC) when computing land–atmosphere carbon fluxes.
With the exception of one recent ESM analysis (ref. 19, with
prescribed atmospheric CO2), most ESM studies (e.g., refs. 14,
18) have not included land cover properties or carbon fluxes on
secondary lands from forestry, which currently cover ∼30 million
km2. Such omission is likely to underestimate the net LUC
emissions by 25–35% (20). A previous study with the stand-alone
land component (21) of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labo-
ratory (GFDL) comprehensive ESM estimated an LUC carbon
source of 45 GtC from wood harvesting and shifting cultivation
during the 20th century.

Results
Experimental Design. In this study we address these challenges and
quantify the climate benefit of enhanced terrestrial carbon uptake in
reducing historical global warming. ESM2G is a comprehensive
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ESM (22) (Methods) that simulates effects of agricultural con-
version, wood harvesting, and shifting cultivation. ESM2G uses
an LUC (23) reconstruction from 1700 to 2005 (Fig. 1A), de-
veloped for use in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
phase 5 (CMIP5, ref. 24). This reconstruction specifies gridded
transitions rates among croplands, pastures, secondary (i.e., re-
covering after logging or abandonment), and primary (i.e., un-
managed) lands (Fig. 1B). ESM2G simulates both effects of
changes in land physical characteristics on climate and the associ-
ated carbon fluxes on managed and unmanaged lands (i.e., LUC C
fluxes), which in turn respond to changes in physical climate and
atmospheric CO2 concentration.
We conducted three types of CO2 emissions-driven experiments

from 1861 to 2005: historical (EH), historical without LUC
(EHnoLU), and historical without the CO2 fertilization effect on
vegetation (EHnoFR). The historical changes in solar, volcanic,
GHGs (other than CO2), and aerosols forcings were prescribed
in all experiments based on CMIP5 (24) recommendations. To
separate the signal of the specific processes from unforced cli-
mate variability, each experiment type included three ensemble
members. In all experiments atmospheric CO2 concentrations

and climate were predicted by ESM2G. The EH and EHnoFR
experiments used the historical LUC reconstruction whereas
EHnoLU experiments assumed that all lands remained in an
unmanaged (i.e., primary) state. In the EH and EHnoLU experi-
ments, vegetation was allowed to experience enhanced growth
from the increasing levels of atmospheric CO2. In the EHnoFR
experiments vegetation growth and resultant changes in soil carbon
were simulated as if the atmospheric CO2 concentration had
remained at the preindustrial level of 286 ppm (with the same
LUC reconstruction) whereas the physical climate system did re-
spond to increasing levels of atmospheric CO2.
To estimate the carbon flux caused only by LUC in the absence

of changes in climate and atmospheric CO2 (i.e., the “direct”
LUC flux, as in the bookkeeping estimate, ref.2), we conducted
a fourth type of experiment (CLUonly). CLUonly experiments
were conducted with prescribed preindustrial radiative forcings,
including atmospheric CO2 concentration (i.e., 286 ppm), using the
same historical reconstruction of LUC as the EH and EHnoFR
experiments. The direct LUC carbon flux is then used to com-
pute residual fluxes (i.e., the net land C flux minus LUC C flux)
from the EH and EHnoFR experiments, similar to the carbon
budgeting approaches in the literature (e.g., ref. 6).

Land Carbon Uptake, Historical Changes in Atmospheric CO2 and
Temperature. The EH experiments capture the observed warm-
ing trend of the 20th century and the observed atmospheric CO2
concentration increase (Figs. 2 and 3B), although the model
has a small overestimate of 13 ppm in the 1950s. By 2005 the
ensemble-mean atmospheric CO2 concentration in the EH ex-
periments is 388.3 ppm, ∼8.5 ppm higher than the observed
value of 379.8 ppm (www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/). In the
EH experiments the switch from land carbon source to land
carbon sink (Fig. 3C) occurs in the 1960s, approximately two
decades later than in the observationally based estimate (3). This
delay and the associated overestimate of the atmospheric CO2
concentration in the EH experiments is likely due to a bias in the
land-use reconstruction around the 1950s (Fig. 1B). In the LUC
scenario (23) the rate of conversion from natural and secondary
vegetation to pasture in the 1950s is implausibly almost twice the
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Fig. 1. (A) Global area [million (M) km2] of croplands, pastures, secondary
and primary lands in the historical reconstruction (23). (B) Net rate (dashed
line, Mkm2/y) and gross rate (solid line, Mkm2/y) of area experiencing LUCs in
the historical reconstructions (23) and used in the ESM2G experiments
(computed from transitions rates from ref. 23). The dotted line (Mkm2/y)
shows gross rate of area under LUCs if one would use fractions instead of
transitions rates to compute the gross rate. Secondary vegetation harvesting
(represented by secondary to secondary transitions) is the major contributor
to the difference between the solid and the dotted lines.
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Fig. 2. Annual averaged surface air temperature anomaly (°C) simulated
by three ensemble members of EH experiment (red lines). The observed
(black line) is from the Climatic Research Unit, University of East Anglia
HADCRUT3 dataset (www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature). Tempera-
ture anomalies are computed against the 1961–1990 mean for the same
locations as in HADCRUT3 dataset with the atmospheric reference temper-
ature over the land and sea surface temperature for the oceans (note that
the number of observations is changing through time in HADCRUT3).
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value in the preceding or in the following decade: 5.4 × 105 km2/y
in the 1940s, 9.4 × 105 km2/y in the 1950s, and 4.8 × 105 km2/y in
the 1960s. The rate of conversion to croplands is also sub-
stantially higher in the 1950s: 1.8 × 105 km2/y in the 1940s, 2.9 ×
105 km2/y in the 1950s, and 1.9 × 105 km2/y in the 1960s. In the
ESM2G model conversion of natural and secondary lands to
pasture and croplands entails clearing of vegetation and release
of carbon into the atmosphere.
The difference between EH and EHnoLU experiments quan-

tifies the combined biogeochemical (e.g., emission of CO2 to at-
mosphere) and biophysical (e.g., influence of changes in land
properties on energy and moisture fluxes) effects of LUC on
temperature (Fig. 3A). By 2005 in the EH experiments, the his-
torical LUC elevates the atmospheric CO2 concentration by
∼43 ppm compared with the EHnoLU experiment (Fig. 3B). For
the 1995–2005 period, the warming is 0.17 ± 0.06 °C larger in the
EH ensemble mean than in the EHnoLU ensemble mean, where
the 0.06 °C uncertainty range is √2 times the SD of decadal
variability in the preindustrial control simulation (0.04 °C).

The enhancement of vegetation growth under elevated CO2
levels is critical to the dynamics of terrestrial biosphere sources
and sinks in the 20th century. In the EHnoFR experiment the
atmospheric CO2 concentration reached 472 ppm by 2005, al-
most 92 ppm higher than the observed level of 379.9 ppm, and
85 ppm higher than the 2005 level in the EH simulation. Whereas
the atmospheric CO2 concentration increased almost twice as
much in the EHnoFR experiments compared to the EH experi-
ments, the ocean C uptake increased by ∼50% from −2.1 to −3.2
GtC/y (Fig. 3D). If ocean uptake in the EHnoFR experiments
had remained the same as in the EH experiments, then the at-
mospheric CO2 concentration would have been ∼130 ppm higher.
In the EHnoLU experiments the ocean C uptake decreased to −1.7
GtC/y, highlighting the relationship between oceanic carbon uptake
and atmospheric CO2 concentration.

LUC and Residual Land Fluxes. The total residual terrestrial carbon
flux is defined as a difference between the net land and direct
LUC carbon fluxes. It is widely used in carbon budgeting anal-
yses to characterize the strength of land sources and sinks. An
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Fig. 3. (A) Change in annual, globally averaged surface air temperature (10-y smoothed, °C, ensemble mean) simulated in the emission-driven ESM2G
experiments from preindustrial to current under all historical forcings (thick red line, EH), without LUCs (thick blue, EHnoLU), and without enhanced growth
effect (orange, EHnoFR). The shading represents decadal variability (2 × SD) computed from the 400 y of the control simulations. The thin and two dashed
lines represent each ensemble realization (10-y smoothed). (B) Annual atmospheric (mass-weighted), globally averaged CO2 concentrations (ppm) simulated
by three ensemble members of EH (red lines), EHnoLU (blue lines), and EHnoFR (orange lines) experiments. The black line is the observed atmospheric CO2

concentration (www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends). Net land (C) and ocean (D) carbon fluxes (10-y smoothed) simulated by three ensemble members of EH
(red lines), EHnoLU (blue lines), and EHnoFR (orange lines) experiments. The y-axis scale is different in C and D. The black line in C is the observations-based
reconstruction (3). The black bar in D is an estimate in ref. 6.
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ESM historical simulation with a larger direct LUC C source (a
positive flux into atmosphere) requires a larger residual C sink (a
negative flux into atmosphere) to obtain the same net land C
flux. From 1860 to 1949 the CLUonly experiments simulate
a cumulative direct LUC flux of 128 GtC, a value 83% higher
than the estimate of 70 GtC from the bookkeeping model (2)
(Fig. 4, brown line). However, during this period, the CLUonly
cumulative LUC flux agrees well with the recent estimate of 112–
137 GtC obtained with the Integrated Science Assessment
Model (ISAM) (25), which includes agricultural conversion and
wood harvesting (Fig. 4, purple line). From the 1940s to 1960s,
the direct LUC fluxes from ESM2G are higher than those from
the bookkeeping method estimates (2), but values from the
ESM2G simulations and from the bookkeeping method are
similar after 1960 (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the LUC reconstruction
(23) has higher rates of LUC for the tropics before the 1960s
than those in the bookkeeping method (2).
After the 1960s, ESM2G, ISAM (25), and the bookkeeping

method (2) use reconstructions based on the Food and Agri-
culture Organization (FAO) records. Before the 1960s LUC
histories are more uncertain because reconstructions rely on the
empirical approaches such as scaling the rate of agricultural
conversion for cropland and pasture as well as wood harvesting
as a function of population. In Fig. 4, throughout the entire
period from 1861 to 2005 we used the uncertainty range of ±0.8
GtC/y reported in ref. 2 for the 1980s and the 1990s. It is likely
that that the uncertainty is considerably larger before 1960s,
before the availability of the FAO records.
Because the LUC reconstruction (23) consists of spatially

gridded transition rates among land-use categories (not area
fractions), which we applied starting in 1700, and because
ESM2G represents subgrid land-use heterogeneity (22), ESM2G
simulations with the LUC reconstruction (23) have a larger gross
area (Fig. 1B) affected by land use than previous studies with
comprehensive ESMs (19) imposing the same LUC reconstruction
only after 1850 or lower-resolution models (12) representing
only net changes in fractions of land-use categories and ignoring
such processes as wood harvesting worldwide.

By differencing the net land carbon fluxes from the EH en-
semble experiments and the LUC flux from CLUonly experi-
ments, we estimate the 1861–2005 cumulative residual historical
terrestrial C sink from −186 to −192 GtC. Similarly, by using the
net land carbon fluxes from the EHnoFR ensemble experiments,
we estimate the cumulative residual terrestrial C source from
65 to 82 GtC. These ranges represent spread due to unforced
variability in the ESM2G ensemble experiments. The ranges do
not reflect uncertainty in the LUC reconstructions or other
sources of the ESM uncertainty. In the EH experiments the
primary and secondary ensemble-mean terrestrial residual sinks
are, respectively, −97 and −48 GtC from 1861 to 2005. The
simulated historical terrestrial residual fluxes for the 1980s and
1990s are consistent with the published estimates (6) (Fig. 5). In the
EHnoFR experiments carbon sinks decrease without the en-
hanced vegetation growth and the carbon sources are amplified
by an additional warming. The difference between the terrestrial
residual fluxes in EH and EHnoFR experiments is from 251 to
274 GtC due to internal climate variability.

Discussion
Comparison of EH Simulations with Other Estimates. Unlike the
EHnoFR or EHnoLU experiments, the EH experiments with CO2
fertilization are consistent with the observations of warming and
atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Fig. 3B) as well as with the
inferred observational estimates of the net land and ocean carbon
fluxes (Figs. 3 C and D). From 1861 to 2005 the total cumulative
land ensemble-mean carbon flux was ∼42 GtC (a net source) in
the EH experiment, which is in the range of the recently published
estimate (1) of 11 ± 47 GtC. A large fraction (58%) of this sim-
ulated source is from the 1941–1960 period (24.5 GtC) when the
LUC scenario may have a bias (Figs. 1B and 4), which itself may
be related to the biases in the original pasture data (26).
The global cumulative net ensemble-mean LUC flux from

1860 to 2005 in the ESM2G EH experiments is 210 GtC. This
value is higher than the best-guess bookkeeping model estimate
in ref. 2 but is in the range of 210–230 GtC estimated by the
stand-alone model ISAM forced by historical climate data and
three different land-use reconstructions (25). ISAM accounted
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for nitrogen–carbon cycling interactions on both natural and
secondary lands. Furthermore, the simulated harvested wood
biomass from the EH experiments compares well with the esti-
mates derived from the FAO data (Fig. 6).
The estimated effect of the enhanced land carbon uptake due to

CO2 fertilization on the atmospheric CO2 concentration and
global temperature is large, whereas the magnitude of the CO2
fertilization effect is consistent with other studies. For example,
GPP in the EH experiments increased by 0.32 GtC/(y ppm) (24%)
as atmospheric CO2 increased from 286 ppm in the 1860s to 388.3
ppm by 2005 (35%) compared with 0.27 GtC/(y ppm) in ref. 27.
Finally, to be compatible with the observed atmospheric CO2 re-
cord, enhanced uptake must compensate for warming-induced
sources or warming-reduced sinks. For example, in the EHnoFR
experiments, GPP decreased over the historical period by 6%.
The ESM2G model is comparable in its complexity and in its

behavior to other CMIP5 ESMs (e.g., ref. 28). We expect most
CMIP5 ESMs to behave qualitatively similar to ESM2G in emission-
driven experiments with historical LUC scenarios and without
CO2 fertilization. With an exception of a very few models (e.g.,
ref. 19), most models do not include representation of nitrogen
cycling, nor do they include phosphorus cycling, soil microbial
responses, acclimation of different plant species to increased
temperatures, and peatland dynamics. The magnitude of the climate
benefit of CO2 fertilization in a particular ESM is likely to de-
pend on the strength of CO2 fertilization effect, nutrient-avail-
ability feedbacks (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus), transient
climate sensitivity, and on its LUC implementation and scenar-
ios. All of these are uncertain, in particular, land use recon-
structions before the 1960s. Because a large fraction of CO2
emissions remains in the atmosphere, the CO2 released from
LUC in the first part of the 20th century is still contributing to
ongoing warming. To better understand past, ongoing, and fu-
ture changes in the terrestrial carbon cycling, uncertainty in both
reconstructions of LUC and in ESMs’ treatment of agricultural
and forestry management needs to be characterized and re-
duced, particularly on the regional scale. Future studies using
new kinds of ESM experiments need to explore how ESMs’
structure, particularly their representation of CO2 fertilization
and down-regulation mechanisms, may affect the strength of the
carbon uptake and at which levels of the atmospheric CO2
concentrations CO2 fertilization effect will cease.

Conclusion
The results of our study indicate that historical enhanced vege-
tation growth has avoided release of 251–274 GtC, about an
additional 85 ppm of atmospheric CO2 concentration, and a
warming of 0.31 ± 0.06 °C. To accurately predict observed trends

in both temperature and the atmospheric CO2 concentration
over the 20th century, ESMs need to account for the interaction
of LUC and enhanced vegetation growth, including vegetation
regrowth on the secondary lands. CO2 fertilization is a plausible
but debated mechanism for the ongoing land carbon sink. The
empirical evidence for enhanced vegetation growth under ele-
vated CO2 remains equivocal (29–32). The model used here does
not include nitrogen or phosphorus limitations on carbon up-
take. Some modeling (33) and observational (34–36) studies
have found that nitrogen availability has not significantly affected
global carbon uptake over the 20th century, whereas others have
reached the opposite conclusion (37). The magnitude and the
sign of the future net land carbon flux will impact the atmospheric
CO2 growth rate, climate change, and any efforts to mitigate it.
Because of the importance of the land sink in reconciling at-
mospheric CO2 and climate records, this study adds urgency to
independently test and isolate the mechanisms responsible for
the growing terrestrial C sink.

Methods
For this study we used the GFDL coupled climate–carbon cycle model ESM2G
(22), which can simulate atmospheric and oceanic climate, ecology, and
biogeochemistry and their variability from the diurnal time scale through
multicentury climate change. ESM2G uses the same atmospheric component
as the GFDL physical climate model CM2.1 with revised land, sea ice, and
iceberg components as well as terrestrial ecology and ocean biogeo-
chemistry. For the ocean component, ESM2G uses Generalized Ocean Layer
Dynamics (GOLD). Land model version 3 (LM3) is used to simulate in-
teractively the vegetation distribution and functioning, including carbon
cycling among vegetation, soil, and atmosphere (21). LM3 resolves subgrid
land heterogeneity with respect to different land-use activities (21): each
grid cell includes up to 15 different tiles to represent differences in above-
and belowground hydrological and carbon states among croplands, pas-
tures, natural, and secondary lands. In the ocean, Tracers for Ocean Phyto-
plankton with Allometric Zooplankton version 2.0 (TOPAZ 2.0) is used to
represent carbon cycling. ESM2G has a resolution of ∼2° for the atmosphere
and land, ∼1° for the ocean and sea ice, 24 vertical layers in the atmosphere,
50 vertical layers in the ocean, and 20 layers in the soil. In emission-driven
experiments with LUC reconstruction, releases of the CO2 from defores-
tation, land clearing, and agricultural activities entered into three anthro-
pogenic pools with three different rates of turnover (1, 10, and 100).
Emissions from these three pools then were exchanged with the atmosphere.

From an arbitrary set of initial conditions, the model was integrated over
1,000 model years with CO2 restoring to 286 ppm to achieve equilibrium in
both the physical climate and the carbon cycle. Once the model achieved
equilibrium, the 500-y preindustrial control simulations with fixed 1860 ra-
diative forcing and potential vegetation (i.e., primary lands) were initialized.
Three ensemble simulations were performed with the model using time-
varying historical LUC reconstruction from 1700 to 1860, fixed preindustrial
radiative forcing, and atmospheric CO2 concentration restored to 286 ppm.
The EH and EHnoFR ensemble simulations started from the initial conditions
for December 31, 1860 of the three ensembles. The EHnoLU ensemble sim-
ulations were initialized directly from the preindustrial control simulation at
the same point in time as the EH and EHnoFR simulations (relative to the
control run) to minimize the effects of long-timescale climate drift. We
applied all time-evolving historic forcings beginning in year 1861.

In the EHnoFR the model kept track of two different CO2 tracers, one for
land biosphere where the annual average CO2 concentration was restored
toward 286 ppm using a 1-y time scale, and one in which CO2 was balanced
by exchanges between land, ocean, atmosphere, and fossil fuel emissions.
The second CO2 tracer was used in the ESM2G radiation module in the
EHnoFR experiments. Furthermore, ESM2G treats carbon and water ex-
changes consistently in all experiments (e.g., does not compute stomatal
conductance for CO2 exchange differently from the one for transpiration).

In the CO2-concentration driven CLUonly experiments the atmospheric
CO2 concentration is restored to the observed preindustrial value of 286
ppm with a 1-y relaxation time constant, thus allowing land and ocean
biosphere to experience more realistic diurnal and seasonal CO2 cycles. The
LUC C fluxes in this experiment do not include influences of climate change
from increases in the concentrations of GHGs, changes in the aerosol con-
centration, or volcanoes. However, they do include the influence of natural
climate variability that is evident in the LUC time series of the two CLUonly
ensemble members (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 6. Global wood harvest (GtC/y) as simulated by ESM2G in the EH
experiments (blue line, an ensemble mean) and as estimated by the Global
Landuse Model (GLM) from the FAO statistics in ref. 23. In the GLM estimate,
FAO national wood harvest volume data for coniferous and nonconiferous
round wood were multiplied by the harvest density values of 0.225 and
0.325 Mg C m−3, respectively, to convert these national statistics to weight of
carbon harvested (23).
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